A numerical prism, previously introduced by the author as an ordered set regarding the research of a three-parameter probability distribution of the hyperbolic-cosine type, which is a generalization of the known two-parameter Meixner distribution, is being considered. In geometry-related terminology, elements of a numerical prism are the coefficients of moment-forming polynomials for the specified distribution, which are obtained with the use of both differential and algebraic recurrence correlations.
Introduction
We obtained the numerical set { } ( ; , ) U n k j structured as a «numerical prism» in the paper [1] .
The construction of the numerical prism is based on relations between the cumulants n χ and the initial moments n α , where n ∈ N , of the hyperbolic-cosine-type probability distribution defined [2, 3] by the characteristic function: 
The obtained three-parameter distribution is described in [4] and is a generalization of the Meixner two-parameter distribution [5] .
Theorem 1 ([1] ). For a hyperbolic-cosine-type distribution with the characteristic function (1), the formula for calculating the cumulants n χ , 1, 2,... n = , is the following:
where ( ) 
and the coefficients ( ; ) V n j of the polynomials are calculated by the recurrence relation: (1;1) 1, V = (1; ) 0 V j = for all 1 j ≠ , ( 1; ) ( 1) ( ; 1) ( 1) ( ; 1) V n j j V n j j V n j + = − − + + + for n ∈ N . (4) The polynomials ( ) n P b follow differentiation of the tangent function, and are known [6, 7] as Derivative polynomials.
Theorem 2 ([1] ). For a hyperbolic-cosine-type distribution with the characteristic function (1), the formula for calculating the n-th order moments is the following: 
where the moment-forming polynomials of two arguments ( , )
, can be represented in the form:
( ; , ) U n k j is a system of the integer coefficients of the polynomials related by the equations:
for 0,1, 2,... n = . The identity ( ;1, ) ( ; ) U n j V n j ≡ follows directly from equations (4) and (7). Therefore, the numbers ( ; ) V n j are only special cases of numbers ( ; , )
U n k j for 1 k = .
For each fixed k , where k ∈ N, the corresponding subset of { } ( ; , ) U n k j forms a numerical triangle. In terms of geometry, the set { } ( ; , ) U n k j is a set of numerical triangles ordered by k , and can be considered as a «numerical prism», where for each given k the triangle is a section of the prism [1, 8] . Similarly, we can obtain sections of the prism by fixing the argument j , 0, 1, 2,... j = . These sets are usually novel.
Let us either fix two of the parameters , , n k j , or express two of them through the remaining parameter. The numerical sequences obtained in the numerical prism include many well-known sequences (tangent numbers, secant numbers, Stirling numbers of the first kind, coefficients in expansions of various functions, for example, in the Bessel polynomials, etc.) [9] . However, the overwhelming majority of the obtained sequences is not mentioned in the literature. The issue of novelty is solved with the help of a sufficiently complete on-line encyclopedia of integer sequences (OEIS) [10] .
We notice the lasting interest in numerical sequences and triangles. For example, the paper [11] presents a numerical pyramid which sections are known numerical sets: those of Deleham, Euler, MacMahon, Stirling. Also, the paper [11] gives a series of numerical sequences, among which only the sequences A000182, A000184, A00147, and A085734 in OEIS are common with the numerical prism. Other sequences and triangles are also present as subsets in the considered numerical prism. The paper [12] identifies the first elements of the numerical triangle { } ( ;1, ) U n j as the numbers , n k T calculated by the recurrence relation ,
. This is a special case of relation (7) . Along with interest in finding new numerical sequences, there is an increasing interest in classical sets of numbers considered from different points of view. In particular, the paper [13] presents simple and asymptotically fast algorithms for calculating tangent and secant numbers. In the considered numerical prism, we can not only easily calculate these sequences, but also establish structural relations between the sequences.
Cumulants and moments in the numerical prism structure Therefore, the considered numerical prism is an ordered set{ } ( ; , ) U n k j of the coefficients of the polynomials ( ) n P b and ( , ) n P m b that form, respectively, the cumulants and moments of the hyperboliccosine-type probability distribution [1] . Moreover, according to (2) and in view of the equality ( ;1, ) ( ; ) U n j V n j ≡ , the distribution cumulants are completely determined by the distribution parameters µ,β,m and the set of coefficients { }
For 1, 12 n = , 0,10 j = , the corresponding section { } ( ;1, ) U n j is partially presented in table 1. According to (7), subsequent values are calculated simply, without using differential relations. Note that the section { } ( ;1, ) U n j is the known [10: А008293] triangle of coefficients in the expansion of ( ) tg n x in powers of tg x . In order to calculate the initial moments n α of the hyperbolic-cosine-type distribution (see (5)), we use the parameters µ,β,m along with all sections of the numerical prism { } ( ; , ) U n k j determined by k,
Let us consider the relation between the moments and cumulants with reference to the set
As is well known, the moments { } n α and cumulants { } s χ of probability distributions are connected by the following polynomial relations: n n ∈ N , the relation takes the form:
where k is the number of the multiplied cumulants, Theorem 3. For the hyperbolic-cosine-type distribution, consider the decomposition of the initial moments n α into sum (10) of the cumulant products with given coefficients. Then the number of cumulants-factors in the corresponding terms is determined by the parameter k in the formula:
Proof. As it follows from (5), (10),
According to (8) , the cumulants considered in (12) can be represented as:
Note that, regardless of the order i s of the cumulant, there is a factor m in equation (13 Substitute the cumulants in the form of (13) into the right side of (12): (14) where each term of the polynomials of variables m and b on the right side of (14) is such that the parameter k of k m indicates the number of cumulants-factors in the corresponding product. Since the polynomials on both sides of (14) are equal, coefficients at the same powers of m are also equal. Then, the following equality holds for any m:
Therefore,
At the same time, the power k and number of cumulants in the product are equal for each term on the right side of the equation.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof. Divide both sides of (15) 
In particular, compare coefficients of the same powers of b in the polynomials and obtain:
( ; 2, ) U n j 
In particular, compare coefficients of the same powers of b in the polynomials and obtain: 
where n ∈ N , 
and relation (11) implies that: Consequently, in the equality above, the summation over k is conducted from 1 to n . Therefore, 
Replace the moments and cumulants by the corresponding secant and tangent numbers 2n
. We arrive at relation (26):
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
where { } i T are tangent numbers, 
. Therefore, this sequence can be restored by the previous elements (autoexpression). If we know the structure (representation of cumulants through moments and, conversely, moments through cumulants), then we can use the numerical prism to find specific terms in the expression of each sequence through its pair sequence. 
Conclusion
In the present work, the structured values of the numerical prism result in different relations and regularities in the field of numbers. At the same time, the numerical set { } ( ; , ) U n k j has other applica-tions. For example, for given coefficients { } ( ; , ) U n k j and formulas for the density of the hyperboliccosine-type distribution [14] , we can use the relation between the initial moments and derivatives of the characteristic function in order to obtain analytically values of improper integrals for a certain class of functions. For the parameters µ, β, m , the papers [15] [16] [17] present the general form of exact formulas for the integrals of expressions containing a beta function with complex-conjugate variable arguments. In particular, according to [16] , values of the integrals of a combination of a power function, an exponential function, a hyperbolic secant or cosecant, and some polynomials with different parameters are obtained for N m ∈ . Table 2 Section { } Рассматривается числовая призма, ранее введенная автором как упорядоченное множество в связи с исследованием трехпараметрического вероятностного распределения типа гиперболиче-ского косинуса, являющегося обобщением известного двухпараметрического распределения Майкснера. В геометрической терминологии элементы числовой призмы -коэффициенты мо-ментообразующих полиномов для указанного распределения, которые получаются с помощью как дифференциальных, так и алгебраических рекуррентных соотношений.
Каждый из бесконечного количества элементов зависит от трех индексов, которые и опреде-ляют его местоположение в призме. При фиксировании одного или двух индексов получаются сечения призмы: числовые треугольники или числовые последовательности. Среди сечений имеются широко известные, например, числовой треугольник Стирлинга, числовой треугольник коэффициентов в полиномах Бесселя, последовательности тангенциальных и секансных чисел и др. Однако подавляющее большинство числовых множеств в сечениях призмы ранее в литерату-ре не встречались.
Ввиду структуры и алгоритма построения, сечения числовой призмы оказываются связанны-ми между собой не только общей формулой построения, но и определенными соотношениями. Как результат, в статье представлены формулы связи между различными группами элементов.
